### National Inventory of the Cultural Property of the Maltese Islands

**Property Name** | Church of St. Anne  
**Address** | Fort Sant' Irmu  
**Town Name** | Valletta  
**Property Owner** | Government  
**Guardianship Deed** | -  
**Toponym** | -  
**Local Council** | Valletta  
**NICPMI Inv. No.** | 00540  
**Date of Publication** | 27 August 2012

| Period       | Modern (16th to 20th Century AD)  
| Phase        | Early Modern: Knights of St John (1530-1798)  
| Cultural Heritage Type & Value | Architectural Artistic Historical  
| Cultural Heritage Property Value Assessment | Very High  
| Property Function | Religious  
| Conservation Area | -  

### Outline Description
St. Anne’s Church, which had been deconsecrated in the past will be restored and used as a lecture room.

### Property Description
This church was built by the Knights of St.John in Fort St. Elmo in 1729. has an early eighteenth century Baroque facade overlooking the piazza. It was deconsecrated during the British period and its interior was completely remodelled.

### Scheduled by MEPA
- **Yes**
- **Degree of Protection**: Grade 1
- **G.N. No.**: 0276
- **G.N. Date**: 2008
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